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ПРЕДИСЛОВИЕ 

 

 

Учебно-практическое пособие предназначено для студентов V курса факультета 

иностранных языков, изучающих английский язык в качестве второй специальности. 

Пособие может быть использовано для проведения лабораторных работ по дисциплине 

«Коммуникативный практикум английского языка», а также для проведения 

лабораторных работ по дисциплине «Практика устной и письменной речи» на III курсе по 

основной специальности. Цель пособия – развитие лексико-грамматических навыков.  

Пособие состоит из двух разделов. Первый раздел включает лексико-

грамматические упражнения на английском языке для следующих уроков учебника 

Outcomes: Cities (Unit 1), Culture and Identity (Unit 2), Relationships (Unit 3), Conflicts (Unit 6), 

Nature (Unit 8), Work (Unit 9), Health and Illness (Unit 10). Различные типы упражнений 

способствуют совершенствованию лексико-грамматических и речевых умений и 

навыков. Второй раздел пособия включает тесты по пройденным разделам учебника 

Outcomes, которые позволяют проверить сформированность у студентов профес-

сионально ориентированных компетенций. Тематика разделов пособия соответствует 

темам модулей изучаемых дисциплин.  

Упражнения, предлагаемые по каждому разделу учебника Outcomes, нацелены на 

активизацию и закрепление лексики по изучаемой теме, а также на совершенствование 

таких видов речевой деятельности, как письмо и говорение. Часть упражнений 

составлена в соответствии с форматом международных экзаменов по английскому языку. 

Тесты и упражнения, предлагаемые в каждом разделе пособия, включают различные 

типы заданий: вопросы с выбором ответа (multiple-choice test), задания с открытым 

(самостоятельным) ответом (cloze test), задания на перекрестный выбор (matching task), 

задания со свободно контролируемым ответом (completion, substitution, transformation), 

задания на перевод предложений с русского языка на английский язык.  

Материалы учебно-практического пособия «Тесты и упражнения к учебнику 

OUTCOMES advanced (Hugh Dellar, Andrew Walkley): Tests and exercises» могут быть 

использованы для аудиторной работы в качестве оценочного средства текущего 

контроля формирования компетенций, а также для самостоятельной работы студентов с 

целью самопроверки и подготовки к зачету и экзамену по дисциплинам 

«Коммуникативный практикум английского языка» и «Практика устной и письменной 

речи».  
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EXERCISES 
 

 

UNIT 1. CITIES 

 

 
1. Match halves of the sentences.  
 

1 This is a very affluent area of central 

Barcelona  

A are appalling. 

2 The statistics before us  B and reducing congestion in urban 

areas. 

3 They also aimed at improving road 

safety  

C drawbacks, however. 

4 It had several  D are derelict. 

5 Transport and communication 

facilities  

E and all the parents got really scared. 

6 there was a mugging on the field,  F this run-down old bridge 

7 And from our window there was a 

view of 

G with an array of designer shops, 

bars and cafes. 

8 Any changes must be introduced  H where it's very, very easy to avoid 

the person you don't want to see. 

9 We live in a 

huge sprawling Metropolis  

I and vibrant young population 

10 Africa has a significantly large  J as smoothly as possible. 

 

2. Fill in the suitable word(s).  
 

1. How is your new job? – Well, it _______________, but all in all it’s a good place to 

work.  

2. Please ________________, but it looks like the house isn’t well-run.  

3. If I __________________, I would choose some small town.  

4. Moscow seems hectic and a bit chaotic, but if ______________, it is definitely for 

you! 
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5. _________you ____________ to move there?  

6. Your suggestion ___________ pretty interesting.  

7. I think you should stop partying _________________.  

8. The city being so vibrant ___________ . 

9. How did you like Saint Petersburg? – In general it was fine, but there __________ - 

the weather.  

10. Ekaterinburg has changed greatly, now it ___________________.  

11. There is __________ ____________ in the town, soil and water are not suitable for 

use.  

12. This district has been ________________, so now it’s sleeping quarter.  

13. This country has overcome economical _________________.  

14. Pop culture is __________________________.  

15. This city ______________________ a hurricane last week.  

16. The city has _____ _______ huge changes since the end of the war.  

 

 

3. Correct the mistakes.  
 

1. It took me at surprise, really. 

2. You can hardly breathe, almost choking fumes.  

3. It’s all running smooth.  

4. We are taking serious measures to curb down congestion in the city.  

5. Don’t get me wrongly, but your dress loos cheap.  

6. The city is well-down, there are a lot of derelict buildings.  

7. The days seem to crawl along.  

8. When I get older I’ll consider settling in here.  

9. The cars just crawl along bumper-at-bumper.  

10. People here are affluent, they are obviously rolling on money.  
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4. Do the wordsearch. The words may appear in reverse order and 

diagonally.  
 

S H Q S N W O D N U R U A W A   

V M V C I Y B Q N P E A E L I   

V M O H T I E X U Y D F P R A   

E N F O X G V L R L I Y E Z Z   

D Q U K T X D T L B S N T H N   

N P E E D H G Y L A N N S H E   

F O L A W K L O E R O J W X O   

H H B E J C A Y W A C G U M K   

U N M R N O I T S E G N O C A   

X R U C W O F L J B O H E Z I   

V L R M X I S W G N U W G R D   

E A C Z L H V E Z U C Z B Y Z   

U N C T V D Q B V H R J Z U T   

B K H A I T S R C I T O A H C   

M Y V P T N A R B I V P Y L J   
 

CHOKE 

BUZZ 

CONGESTION 

RUNDOWN 

SMOOTHLY 

CRUMBLE 

CONSIDER 

FILTHY 

CHAOTIC 

VIBRANT 

WELLRUN 

UNBEARABLY 

 

 

 

5. Do the puzzles.  

 
 

 

3 = k 
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 4  
   

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

4 = h 
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2 = r 
 

 

   

 

 
 
 

   

 
 

 2  
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+ c 
  

 

     

 

6. Study the following words and phrases from the Workbook. Unit 1. 

Reading.  
 

1. environmentally friendly 

2. incentives’ system 

3. curb pollution 

4. low-cost method 

5. present a challenge 

6. limited recourses 

7. be delighted 

8. win smb over 

9. be up in arms 

10. reduction in profits 

11. attempt 

12. pedestrian area 
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13. be forced 

14. rebellion 

15. short-lived 

16. persuade 

17. get things done 

18. determination 

19. average income per capita 

20. resident satisfaction 

21. in some respects 

22. for one’s own good 

23. flock to 

24. put under enormous strain 

25. according to 

26. efficient capacity 

27. surge in complaints 

28. in decline 

29. What’s more 

30. sufficient 

31. retain one’s image 

32. for certain 

 

7. Translate the sentences from Russian into English. The words are taken 

from Workbook, Unit 1, p.7. 
 

1. Средний доход на душу населения в последние годы сильно упал.  

2. Как ему удалось завоевать расположение всех избирателей? 

3. В некотором отношении бурный рост промышленности привел к унич-

тожению традиционного образа жизни.  

4.  Годовой оборот в последние годы неуклонно падает.  

5. Мэру Нью-Йорка удалось разработать эффективные меры по сдержи-

ванию преступности.  

6. В условиях ограниченных ресурсов особенно важно быть в гармонии с 

окружающей средой.  

7. Челябинск уже который год сохраняет образ сурового города.  

8. В крупных городах Челябинской области есть пешеходные зоны.  

9. Студенты встретили новость о закрытии столовой во всеоружии.  

10. Возмущения не продлились долго.  
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8. Do the crossword 

. 
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9. Complete the sentences.  
 

1. Let's not go to my house. It is _____ after the party . 

2. We have discussed the issue _____. 

3. Our house is always _____. My wife is cleaning it constantly. 

4. The building is very _____. None of the residents take care of it. 

5. They've _____d the old cinema. It looks just like new. 

6. The police think someone put something into his drink to _____ him. 

7. He's seen as a terrible man, but, in fact, he has done many good _____s in his life. 

8. She's very _____ to find a boyfriend. She's been single for 17 years. 

9. That factory over there produces nasty _____. 

10. The old building was _____, so they decided to tear it down. 

11. They want to _____ new employees to fill the positions. 

12. A cloud of _____ hangs over the city. 

13. There are many large, _____ cities in India. 

14. He's a(n) _____ businessman. He's worth more than 20 million dollars. 

15. The house has been _____d three times, but now they've installed security 

cameras. 

16. The city has decided to ban large vehicles to reduce traffic _____ in the city 

center. 

17. The house was reduced to a pile of _____. 

18. Standards in education have _____ over the last 20 years due to lack of 

funding. 

19. I was absolutely _____ when I saw my birthday present. 

20. Louisiana has been hit by _____ Irena which flooded the whole region and 

blew roofs off houses. 

21. We discussed the _____s of different voting systems. 

22. We need tents to provide _____ for people. 

23. A(n) _____ has hit California with a magnitude of 7.0. 

24. Many businesses are now _____ing because of the increase tourism to the area. 

25. The main _____ of taking online courses is the inability to meet the professor 

face-to-face. 
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26. He filled the cup to the__________.  

27. We have a ___________ prejudice against everything new.  

28. The man _______________ when he noticed an old woman staring at him.  

29. The story has a _______ of truth about it.  

30. I don’t like making ____________ with people who I detest.  

31. Sometimes people spread gossip to _______their concern.  

32. There are still pockets of deprivation _______ and ________.  

33. The news spread like ______________ 

34. _______ and __________ the system works smoothly.  

35. In Ukraine many people live in ___________ of war.  
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UNIT 2. CULTURE AND IDENTITY 

 

 

1. Fill in the missing words.  
 

1.  Listen____________ – all you got to do is wait until immigration. 

2.  Maybe showing what you feel isn't ___________ from where you come from,… but 

it's certainly no disease. 

3.  Because marriage proposal is _____________. 

4.  We'll talk about it ________________. 

5.  This is ______________ the civilized world has always rejected and condemned. 

6.  I haven't told you before, __________________, but the fact is, I'm going to Africa. 

7.  _________________ and I offered him a job. 

 

2. Translate from Russian into English 
 

1.  Ну а там одно за другим. 

2.  Бюрократии, правда, побольше, а так -  ничего особенного. 

3.  Не знаю, как в Кембридшире, но в столице клеветать на 

высокопоставленного офицера не принято. 

4.  Потому что предложение руки и сердца – это не то, о чем я думаю. 

5.  В детективных рассказах такие предметы позволяют раскрыть тайну.  

 

3. Translate from Russian into English. Refer to the vocabulary from the 

Workbook.  
 

1. Многие считают иммиграцию предательством.  

2. Равные возможности – это не просто красивые слова.  

3. Мне кажется неразумным отказываться от гражданства.  

4. Сейчас очень сложно получить визу в США.  

5. В 18 лет граждане Российской Федерации получают право голосовать.  

6. Отказаться от страны, где я родилась, – слишком серьезная мера для 

меня.  

http://context.reverso.net/%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B4/%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9-%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/%D0%BE%D0%B4%D0%BD%D0%BE+%D0%B7%D0%B0+%D0%B4%D1%80%D1%83%D0%B3%D0%B8%D0%BC
http://context.reverso.net/%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B4/%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9-%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%87%D0%B5%D0%B3%D0%BE+%D0%BE%D1%81%D0%BE%D0%B1%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%BD%D0%BE%D0%B3%D0%BE
http://context.reverso.net/%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B4/%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9-%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%B8%D0%BD%D1%8F%D1%82%D0%BE
http://context.reverso.net/%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B4/%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9-%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/%D1%82%D0%BE+%D0%BE+%D1%87%D0%B5%D0%BC
http://context.reverso.net/%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B4/%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9-%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B5+%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B4%D0%BC%D0%B5%D1%82%D1%8B
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7. Получив канадское гражданство с относительной легкостью, он открыл 

там бизнес при поддержке местных властей.  

8. Она француженка, но русская в душе.  

9. После мучительных душевных метаний он все же отказался от своей 

родины.  

10. Он все равно очень скучает по родному городу. 

 

4. Match the sentence halves.  
 

1 The State party should abolish  

 

A was devout. 

2 State censorship in mass  B red tapeand bureaucratic barriers in 

order to facilitate the expansion of 

private sector activity. 

3 My mother, I think,  C free and secular education at all 

levels. 

4 But being surrounded by even 

stupider  

D which serve to fuel conflicts 

throughout the world 

5 The Government is committed to 

reducing  

E prison sentences for press offences. 

 

6 The State has a duty to organize  F should be recorded and monitored. 

7 Simultaneously, we must redouble 

our efforts to curb the flow of 

conventional weapons 

G these issues in isolation. 

8 Fraud and attempted fraud  H share the responsibility 

for bribe offering and taking. 

9 No country can tackle  I people was equally infuriating. 

10 Several participants mentioned that 

government officials and private 

companies should  

J media, including press is prohibited. 

 

5. Fill in the missing words 
 

1. Our country has entered the most ____________ period since independence. 

2. You shouldn't let him ____________ cheating. 

3. The subprogramme depends __________on extrabudgetary resources and posts. 

4. I'm _____________ –  You have the camera behind you. 
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5. Furthermore, police officers are trained in community policing, which covers 

relations with national, racial and religious minorities and ways to 

avoid ___________assumptions. 

6. Men continued to ______________ decision-making at communities and at 

institutional level. 

7. Before the latest war erupted, Hamas was politically ____________. 

8. Rome has a particularly _______climate throughout the year. 

9. One audit report identified a _______. 

10. Conditions were unhygienic and ______________, with no water for washing or 

cleaning. 

 

6. Correct the mistakes 
 

1. She is devote, she prays every evening,  

2. To avoid the punishment, he was trying to give money.  

3. The government abolished the law.  

4. He committed the fraud, but got away from.  

5. Yesterday it was drizling. Now I can feel this wet.  

6. I want to cook a pie. Do you have a dishwasher? 

7. You have a stain on your jacket, you should mend it.  

8. I’m thirsty, give me a tube to drink.  

9. You should cover your wound with pads.  

10. I want to sweep the floor, pass me the drill.  

11. Use a pin to mend your T-shirt.  

12. The news that the film was gorgeous struggled everybody.  

13. You should change the ropes of your guitar.  

14. Wash the pan after using washing-up liquid.  

 

7. Fill in the missing words.  
 

1. Climate in this country is very ___________.  

2. The government wants to _________ the Electoral law.  

3. This is not for me because I prefer ___________ way of life.  

4. It was the best summer of my life, because we worked in a __________ team.  

5. Life is a continuous _______________.  
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6. Your clothes are wet, you should ________ them ________. 

7. You’ve ________ your jeans; there are a lot of holes on them.  

8. He always ___________ tea for me.  

9. Please, __________ the toilet. 

10. Would you like a _____________ for your yoghurt?  

11. Why are you _____________ the toilet without any aim?  

12. Could you ________ the rope?  

13. I need a _____________ to sew this thing.  

14. Hey, there is a _______ on my shirt.  

15. The cozy evening is when you _______ tea.  

 

8. Unscramble the sentences.  
 

1. annoys/ is/ that/ they/ to/ my/ One/ say/ never/ thing/ me/ ‘hello’/ 

neighbors/. 

2. wanted/ with/ what/ you/ is/ doesn’t/ to/ work/ you/ want/ to/ I/ tell/ she/ 

that. 

3. One/ infuriates/ thing/ me/ near/ me/ is/ that/ smoking/ people.  

4. rubbish/ people/ is/ talking/ What/ hate/ I/ in/ their.  

5. I/ in/ you/ your/ What/ like/ is/ friendliness.  

6. racism/ hate/ I/ that/ thing/ One/ is. 

7. being/ His/ rude/ to /is /known/ everybody.  

8. people/ in/ that/ is/ disrespect/ One/ laziness/ trait/ I. 

9. clear/ thing/ he/ leave/ his/ next/ city/ year/ absolutely/ is/ One/ that/ will/ 

native/ is.  

10. Like/ I/ activity/ thing/ that/ is/ of/ change/ One.  

11. stupid/ that/ you/ is/ are/ failure/ your/ reason/ The/ of.  

12. crime/ was/ of/ absence/ the/ One/ thing/ incredible/ found/ I.  

13. Red/ is/ that/ mad/ me/ drives/ tape/ thing/ One.  

14. I/you/ still/ is/ why/ are/ reason/ main/am/ The/ here.  
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9. Do the word search.  

 

 

 
 

Z U U W D C Y S T R A W C B J   

I J J G I H W B P H P N G K L   

I D H Y J I Z E X S L J L B H   

O E A Z F R N M A U E J Y K B   

G P V E X B T U U L O A Q Q Y   

Q L S B R E A S P F Q S H F W   

N R T I K P X E S V Y P B G X   

U I R C M B S M J W K I T Y Q   

O V U Y M Q M E A Z Y L A D Y   

N B G K T P L N D F H L P N E   

C L G Y N I A T S I N D B E X   

C Q L H W R I N G G W H E M O   

B C E C K V E I A M P R C D Y   

V E P O C S Z W C Z C R A Z E   

X W L E S N I R B U V N M D K   
 

BEMUSEMENT 

STRUGGLE 

STAIN 

WRING 

MEND 

SPILL 

FLUSH 

WIDESPREAD 

TAP 

CRAZE 

SCOPE 

BUCKET 

RINSE 

STRAW 
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10. Do the word puzzle.  
 

   

 

    

 

 

 
 

3 = s 

 

3 
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 2 

 

 
 

+ r 

  

 
 

4 = s 
 

  

 

 

 

+h 
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3 = o 
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11. Do the crossword.  
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UNIT 3. CONFLICT 

 

 

1. Match the sentence halves.  
 

1 Boys tend to look  A their heads to the White House 

2 It's not in my nature  B thinks I'm a snob. 

3 Well, we'll have to go over  C a clue about what it means. 

4 Now my wife's mad at me and her 

family  

D down a whole region into chaos and 

conflict. 

5 He simply does not have  E as a decent guy. 

6 That is why failed states can drag  F and soon we even kissed. 

7 He came across  G down on their younger sisters. 

8 We hit it off right away,  H being a bit arrogant, though. 

9 The daughter strikes me as  I as quite hard work 

10 He comes across J to mince words. 

 

2. Translate from Russian into English. 
 

1. Он такой рассеянный.  

2. Очень важно, чтобы учитель был открыт для общения.  

3. Она – настоящая стерва!  

4. Я не хочу показаться циничным.  

5. Она всегда занимает ванную комнату по утрам.  

6. Когда ему указывают, что он некомпетентен, он занимает оборони-

тельную позицию.  

7. Я устала от твоих едких комментариев.  

8. Она склонна наступать на любимую мозоль другим людям.  

9. Никто меня не защитил.  

10. Старайся не быть таким тонкокожим.  

11. У нее очень сильная воля. Если она решила похудеть, ничего ее не 

остановит.  

12. Она абсолютно невозмутима. Ничто на свете ее не выводит из себя.  

13. Ее, по-видимому, не задевает критика или едкие комментарии.  

14. Возможно, тебе надо пойти к начальству «через его голову».  
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15. Мне показалось, что он  бездельник (он произвел на меня впечатление 

бездельника). 

16. Он производит впечатление достойного молодого человека.  

17. Он тянет назад всю команду.  

18. Он много сделал, чтобы повысить сознательность населения в разных 

вопросах.  

19. Его обвинили в некомпетентности.  

20. Не задавайте слишком прямых вопросов.  

21. Она очень принципиальна.  

22. Она склонна забывать о своих обещаниях.  

 

3. Do the wordpuzzle.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

4 = c 

 
 

1 = h 
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1 = d 
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+ c 

 
 

+ p 

 
 

1 = t 
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4. Do the crossword.  

     1     

2 3   4 

    5        

        6     

      

 7          

 8          

    9            

         

10            11    

       12  

    13        

       

 

 

 

 

Across Down 
5. Officially allow or accept 1. friendly 
6. ask for something 2. getting a lot of attention from the public 
7. separate officially 3. involving a lot of arguing 
9. amount of money paid regularly to a 
former husband/ wife and their children 

4. start (a process) 
6. something you are responsible for 

10. difference on some way 8. not good, safe or honest 
11. a person who will get something after 
somebody’s death 

12. do what you are asked to do according 
to the instructions 

13. The right to take care of a child  
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UNIT 6. RELATIONS 
 

 

1. Complete the sentences.  
 

1.   Many of them are now _________ disappointed. 

2. This provision ________guarantees equality between men and women in terms 

of wages. 

3. It's not serious, I don't bear him a ___________. 

4. We could get angry, fight, ________doors, sulk, whatever. 

5. Maybe he could ________ ________ to All those that he's hurt so terribly. 

6. Stop ___________ me with silly questions.  

7. A _________can be reached only when terrorism is stopped. 

8. So another ________ battle on this issue can be expected next year. 

9. Everyone was aware, however, of how much more damage terrorists 

could _________if they were to acquire weapons of mass destruction. 

10. The government also began to _________ opposition parties, especially in rural 

areas. 

 

2. Correct the mistakes.  
 

1. I hope we can inflict and put it all behind us.  

2. There is no question of their taking part in homework regarded as specifically 

feminine. 

3. You can't just storm out like that. 

4. No, it's rude to silently grudge through dinner and make them feel 

uncomfortable because they know we're fighting and we're pretending we're not 

fighting. 

5. If that contract breaks out, then all social contracts break out and we descend 

into anarchy. 

6. The Greek military revolution was a new and major military action which had 

to be met by an effective counteraction. 

7. Any attempt to evacuate them could draw into a civil war 

8. This is a mere invasion of my privacy. 

9. It is clear that the United States position towards Iraq is a friendly one. 

10. He would certainly include actively in the discussion. 

11. He struck his dog, but he feels happy.  

12. Whatever happens, he always pursues his goal and doesn’t pay attention to 

objectives.  
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13. He was so chill-blooded that people kept away from him.  

14. He can’t call that event.  

15. She’s always prosecuted the orders of his boss.  

16. Try not to bear a chore! 

17. Kate is guilty in gross negligence.  

18. After 5 minutes of out quarrel we made over and put it all behind us.  

19. She stormed off and shut the door.  

20. The criminal was pardoned and put to jail.  

21. A remorseful criminal committed such an atrocity.  

22. They wanted to impose tax payers from paying taxes at all.  

23. He felt a presence of panic.  

 

3. Complete the texts. 
 

1) Once there was a huge quarrel between Mary and Ben. Ben had a habit of 

throwing his clothes around the flat and never tidied them up. Thus, Mary __________ a 

talk with him about household ________. But the conversation ____________. Mary __________, 

_______ the door and ______ a big _________. Then she decided to take revenge and _________ to 

scratch his car. Ben understood that his girlfriend was very impulsive and forgave it 

without ___________. Ben loved her very much and didn’t want to break up so he 

____________ her with apologies and tried to ________. His apologies _____ all expectations 

and Mary didn’t want to _________ revenge. The ruled of throwing the clothes was 

_____________.  
  

2) “Love Story” 

Yesterday it was the 14th of February and Mary’s boyfriend had a ___________ ______ – 

he had forgotten about the celebration. Mary started to ________ Mike with _____ 

annoyances, because her friends had received best presents. Mike said,’ Don’t ______ my 

_______ ______ about it, it’s just ________ invasion of my ____________.” Then he _________ ____ and 

_________ the door. As a result he had a _______ _______ . Mary was _______ disappointed with 

his behavior. She thought, “I _________remember Mike giving me any presents.” Well, Mary 

______ __________ against Mike. Their quarrel began to __________. Mike decided to talk with 

her but the negotiations _________ _____ because he didn’t have a present with him and 

didn’t admit ____ his mistake. Mike decided to _______ _______ Mary, because he thought 

that she might have another boyfriend. But it turned out that he was mistaken.  

Finally he decided to __________ _______, so he bought a big teddy bear with a 

beautiful rose gold Pandora bracelet. Mary was shocked and happy, and kissed him 

immediately and then uploaded the photo of her presents into Instagram. All her friends 
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were jealous. So, Mike and Mary happily _______ ___. Thanks to this occasion their 

relationships ___________ changed for the better.  

Boys, don’t forget about St.Valentine’s Day! It’s important for girls.  
 

3) On the 5th of May there was an ___________ into country X’s affairs. Their 

____________was to ____________ the ruling elite. The ____________ started immediately. Loads 

of ______ honestly did their _____________ to prevent the _________ of the conflict. However we 

couldn’t avoid number of _________ and____________. The ___________ was declared when the 

opposition _____________ and ________political asylum in Magadan.  

 
4. Complete the sentences with the words in the frame. You should use the 

correct form of the verb as well. 

 

Sulk     Impose        make up         coup       expressly     condone        grudge      

 testimony     call for      amnesty     sort out      

 

1. Julia Timoshenko was granted an ________ 2 years ago.  

2. This man __________ the murder.  

3. The USA _________ new sanctions on the country.  

4. The lawyers used ___________ in court.  

5. He ________ the parties for the truce.  

6. I ___________ asked you to do domestic chores while I was away and now you ask 

me why I ______________?  

7. It’s not fair on the rest of us to __________________ with our enemy.  

8. I don’t hold a _____________ against him, my reputation is riding on it.  

9. I’m sure we _________it__________ and make up. It’s a trivial thing. 

10. The economic situation has dramatically worsened and the citizens are 

planning a ______________ 

 

5. Fill in the gaps.  

1. He stormed _________ of the house.  

2. I’m _________  _ _________ against him.  

3. Don’t you know what is riding ___ this deal ?  

4. I ______________ to add this picture is very beautiful.  

5. With all _______ respect, your dress is too short.  

6. To be _________ _____ you, this blouse doesn’t suit you.  

7. I’m very busy. Could you _______________ me a hand? 

8. I know that I’m late please don’t ___________ my head _______ about it.  
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9. He won the first place by cheating.  It’s not fair ______ the rest of us.  

10. I didn’t like the atmosphere in the restaurant but the meal was delicious, I 

__________ to add.  

 

6. Unscramble the sentences. First word in the sentence is written with the 

capital letter.  

1. groups/ poverty/ want/ Lobby/ combat/ to.  

2. are/ tax/ paying/ They/ exempted/ from/ were.  

3. conflict/ is/ between/ parties/ Divorce/ a/ two.  

4. was / sanctions/ to be/ Pressure/ also/ for/ growing/ imposed.  

5. by/new/ Some/ imposed/ the local/ rules/ government/ were.  

6. constantly / his/ marks/ about/ off/ Sam’s/ biting/ head/ is/ mother/ his/ 

school. 

7. don’t / a/ I/ against/ hold/ him.  

8. with/ freely/ I/  wrong/ To/ was/ frank/ admit/ be/ you/ I.     

9. problem/ He/ storming/ instead of/ is/ out/ the/ always/ off/ sorting.  

10. telling/sulking/ I/ people/ when/ of/ freely/ prefer/ instead 

11.  factory/ negligence/ at/ died/ The/ worker/ due/ the/ to/ mismanage-

ment/ and.  

12. to/ tried/ Terrorists/ the/ sabotage/ talks/peace.  

13. were/ by/ rules/ imposed/ New/ government/ the.  

14. prisoners/pardoned/ All/ have/ been/ political. 

15. slamming/ the/ one/ Who/ a door?/ is 

16. are/ always/ exaggerating/ trivial/ You/ moments.  

 

7. Correct the mistakes 

1. Susan, you are always so busy! Could I get a word at least now?  

2. To be brutally right, this dress doesn’t suit you at all.  

3. I don’t mean rude but you are constantly exaggerating things that aren’t 

worth paying attention to.  

4. Hasten to put it bluntly, it was wrong.  

5. With all respect I have another point of view at this question.  

6. I don’t mid to be rude but I think you are irresponsible.  

7. He sulked off in a temper.  

8. I could never think that Jane can hold a grudge on her friends.  

9. To put it bitterly he is a real bore. I can’t stand him! 
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14 

13 

12 11 

10 9 

8 7 6 

5 

4 

3 2 1 

8. Do the crossword. You should fill in the word that collocates.  

 

Across Down 
1. a pro-democracy 2. deep 
5. policy of racial 3. express 
7. acts of 4. draw widespread international 
12. break up 6.   suffer racial 
13. be granted 7.   impose 
14. call for 8.   reliable 
 9. cold-blooded 
 10. a wave of social 

 11. enjoy popular 
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9. Do the wordsearch.  

 

T X H S U R R E N D E R T O W  

L O M E T M P L H H L E H V W  

X Y L D N U A C K P G X X E R  

E X Y P D P I N S R T D P R Z  

R C J U S S T U A U R L O T M  

I P N E L N Z T K L I N F U V  

Z N T E X I E G S G A C L R T  

Z I I R F E G A R Z L S R N V  

X E E T U F N W A R D H T I W  

A J U M I C O U K U C J A X Z  

Q Q S F T A E R R A X V E P H  

E A K I B S T D H E I S R H E  

Q F O S E I Z E X D S H T C N  

M N F U L A W C B F U E E G M  

O J S G D I A A Z O D F R Y H  
 

INITIATE 

LAPSE 

OFFENCE 

OVERTURN 

PLOT 

RAGE 

RETREAT 

SANCTION 

SEIZE 

SURRENDER 

TARGET 

TRIAL 

TRUCE 

WITHDRAW 
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UNIT 8. NATURE 

 

 

1. Fill in the missing preposition.  
 

1. This land is good ____ growing crops.  

2. She is such a chatterbox! I couldn’t get a word ____ edgeways.  

3. At first it was a bit strenuous, but soon I got _____ the swing __ it.  

4. Bears forage _____ food in the forest.  

5. He aspires ____ a career ___ teaching.  

6. I didn’t go to the party because I was afraid I wouldn’t blend ____.  

7. Don’t butt ___ when someone else is talking.  

8. The coup was staged __ the wake ____growing dissent. 

9. She backed _____ her theory with conclusive proofs.  

10. Some women do not conform _____traditional gender stereotypes.  

 

2. Match the parts of the sentences.  
 

1 To put it quite bluntly,  A that overlap and are contradictory. 

2 Thus, it includes items  B landscape. I can't even begin to 

describe it to you. 

3 Many recall the dark days  C to some deserted island. 

4 It's a remarkably beautiful  D and the results were broadly 

satisfactory. 

5 Maybe we could escape  E which the countries of the Zone are 

committed to keep nuclear-free. 

6 A follow-up survey was conducted  F we are in a deadlock situation. 

7 The shocking revelations forced the 

court and the Department of 

Corrections  

G but how can I not worry? 

 

8 The South Atlantic region comprises 

a great expanse of waters,  

H to make sweeping changes. 

9 I'm trying not to butt in,  I forage for nuts and berries. 

10 Go into the woods and  J when American society enforced 

racial segregation. 
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3. Do the word search.  
 

E V S N J C F S S X U I D K P 

K X N N C B V N F G L R W C R 

X P S N A T C H N W K O Y U E 

L J L E N A R C T K V A F L D 

O I E T O Y X Q A E Y M G P A 

S R N V H O T F B T E T M N T 

S T D V F D Y I R N R J S B O 

G N E E M O A U U E P P P E R 

N E R I L P G D Y N S N D M N 

I H C T A H H D R A E E T A M 

K X C Q D E I Q B E F G R N N 

R S Q F M H Z O B A H G N V U 

A T X K K P W D C Z C H U I E 

M Z J B Z F O J R R C T Q Y W 

L W E N B D D J T P P J R F O 
 

HATCH 

MARKINGS 

SNATCH 

NEST 

MATE 

PREY 

RESERVE 

ROAM 

SLENDER 

PLUCK 

PREDATOR 

INGENUITY 

HERD 

 

 

4. Correct the mistakes.  

1. The land over there is really arid with lush vegetation.  

2. A path to the peak was quite strenuous because there was an elevator.  

3. A barren soil in this region provides rich harvest for its inhabitants.  

4. There were villages on the track of the desert.  

5. The evidence was too strenuous to be false.  

 

5. Complete the sentences.  

1. We can’t accuse him of the murder, because we don’t have ____________ evidence.  

2. She was going down the __________ road towards the adventures.  

3. We can’t see those beautiful views because of _________ housing.  

4. He would like to grow vegetables, so he had to move to a region with _____ soil.  

5. He used to b alone that’s why he stood on the _____ of the crowd at the concert.  
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UNIT 9. WORK 

 

 

1. Substitute the words or phrases in bold with the synonyms. 
 

1.  When is the last day you can submit your article?  

2.  I don't have much to do with him in my day-to-day duties.  

3.  Do you want to start doing something right away?  

4.  I need the contract by tomorrow, please, prepare it for me.  

5.  Just throw the things over there and let's start our tour.  

6.  If you have any questions, feel free to ask me.  

7.  I communicate with our reps in Asia as a part of my job.  

8.  That sounds pretty grim, though.  

9.  I supervise all the project.  

10.  He's arranged our meeting so that everyone could come in time.  

11.  They are hiring a lot of people these days.  
 

2. Guess the word by its definition 
 

1.  e---- – willing and enthusiastic to do something 

2.  t---------- – try to solve the problem, sort it out.  

3.  l--------- – qualities that a leader needs.  

4.  d-------- – give the work to someone who is junior.  

5.  i---- – enter information into a computer.  

6.  n------ – meet someone to communicate.  

7.  p------ – work with the document to sort out problems or forward it to the 

person in charge. 

8.  i------ – a bill for a company to pay with the list of jobs done.  
 

3. Complete the sentences.  
 

1. Okay, well, before you drift ________ to sleep, I have some good news. 

2. Lebanon has won worldwide admiration __________its achievements in this field. 

3. For workers, successful sustainable development actions should make 

an impact ____ strategic business decisions. 

4. He leaned _______ on the edge of his seat.  
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5. We are launching a new product and hope it will take ______.  

6. Those acts constitute gross human rights violations and may  

amount __________ war crimes. 

7. Only with this knowledge can he properly _______the risks. 

8. He didn’t say a word and just nod ___ agreement.  

9. We are going to be rushed ____ our feet next week.  

10. We are very busy these days, sticking ___ our tasks.  

 

5. Translate the sentences from Russian into English (phrases may be taken 

from the dialogue as well. You may resort to p.170 in SB). 
 

1. Да она просто дразнит тебя! 

2. С технической точки зрения его выступление было великолепно.  

3. Я уже полчаса шатаюсь без дела в этом торговом центре.  

4. Мы тут все в одной лодке.  

5. Я чувствую себя полностью опустошенным.  

6. Я полностью поддерживаю тебя.  

7. Он поддерживает тесную связь с партнерами из Венесуэлы.  

8. Похоже, ты настоящий лентяй.  

9. В 90-е годы работодатели частенько обманывали (кидали) своих 

сотрудников.  

10. Я до последнего находился в счастливом неведении о планах компании 

по моему сокращению.  
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6. Do the wordsearch. 
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7. Do the crossword.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Across    Down 

2.   responsibility 1. keep 

4. bonus, extra benefit from job 3. pay part of the cost 

5. when everyone agrees 4. benefit or advantage 

6. not to do what you have to do 6. something connected with having a baby 

7. fire 10. warning that something is going to happen 

8. look forward to  

9. accept willingly  

10. paperwork  

11. to be paid without going to work  

 

  

13 

12 

11 10 

9 

8 

7 

6 5 

4 3 

2 

1 
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8. Do the word puzzle.  
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Unit 10. Health 
 

 

1. Correct the mistakes 
 

1. I hope it will deter them at re-offending.  

2. You shouldn’t dwell in the past.  

3. Those documents are classified with urgent.  

4. The intruder went through the building.  

5. He is very weak and vulnerable at infections.  

6. The disease can be passed about mother at child.  

7. The psychological problem stems with the sufferers seeing their bodies as ugly 

and fat.  

8. The medication will surely ease up the symptoms.  

9. The situation is aggravated on the sending in troops.  

10. Don’t shrug with your shoulders as if you are in blissful ignorance of the 

situation.  

2. Match the sentence halves.  
 

1 It was proposed to amputate her 

right leg  

 

A on my own buttons, thank you. 

2 I'm going to the opera tonight,  B than continue to live like one. 

3 You're not due for  C another skin graft for two more 

weeks. 

4 If you stop, you may  D the production of prosthetic limbs. 

5 Facilities had been established for  E take the stitches out. 

6 I'd rather die from a malignant 

tumor  

F but another medical team decided to 

try a conservative treatment. 

7 We're talking to everyone who's  G total remission. 

8 Then you went into  H prescribed the medication. 

9 Come back in two days,  I which will be excruciating. 

10 I can figure out how to sew  J suffer a serious relapse. 

 

3. Fill in the correct words.  
 

1. After the operation he was put __ a drip.  

2. We all hope he will go ______ remission.  
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3. After extensive physiotherapy he managed to regain feeling ____ his fingers.  

4. She spent some time in the hospital and finally was diagnosed _____ kidney 

disease.  

5. Before the operation he had to ______ for 12 hours.  

6. The injury was really bad and the situation was threatening so he was ______ to 

the hospital.  

7. This is a really stressful job, so we need someone who is ______ under pressure.  

8. At first the pain was _______________, but then they dosed me ___ with some 

injection, and I didn’t feel anything.  

9. Well, sometimes your light-heartedness gets on my _______, but now I can’t but 

admire how you managed to shrug ____ the problems and move on.  

10. The fingers were sewn _____ ____, but the feeling never returned.  

 

4. Do the word search.  
 

W H P W T E T P L G W U P P J   

C N W T F H U Q L N J T R Q Q   

D C S O A O R I N I H J H L R   

M T T S D W M E O R H B U P T   

A S I B M B B G L R G M V I T   

L W T X I W T W T A P Q C N E   

I E C M N G Z Y C C P H M V R   

G L H B I J B J U S B S T L D   

N L E L S Q U I N E H I E D N   

A Z S D T X H V E W O P A E D   

N A N A E S T H E T I Z E G Z   

T Z U H R F E D L S S V I R U   

E T A T U P M A P I R D E E H   

O V K Y F P A L F W Y Z P E E   

C E V K W R D R Z V A R R N B   
 

ADMINISTER 

DEGREE 

LUMP 

MALIGNANT 

RELAPSE 

SCARRING 

FLAP 

LIMB 

SEW 

STITCHES 

SWELL 

DRIP 

AMPUTATE 

ANAESTHETIZE 
 

 

 

5. Give the word to the definition.  
 

1. Extremely painful. 

2. To become ill again after having got better.  
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3. Hold something tightly. 

4. Hit someone with a fist.  

5. Look at somebody angrily.  

6. A period during which the illness gets better.  

7. Artificial arm or leg. 

8. A short period during which a person has the illness. 

9. Rub one’s hand over some part of the body roughly because it is itching. 

10. A situation that gets worse and worse and seems to have no end. 

11. Illness. 

12. Get worse. 

13. Keep doing or using something and not change. 

14. Pieces of thread used to close a deep cut or wound on the body. 

15. Fix soothing somewhere very firmly. 

16. Make a short sharp sound. 

17. Happen again. 

18. Shake roughly. 

19. Make something worse (any variant or both). 

20. A piece of healthy skin or bone to replace the injured one.  

  

6. Complete the sentences with the correct word (verbs should be put into 

the correct form.) 
 

1. The operation was performed under general_____________.  

2. The injury was really bad and the situation was threatening so he was ______ to 

the hospital.  

3. I had my stitches ________________.  

4. He was ____________________ his fists in anger.  

5. Jo’s knee ___________ up after someone had kicked it during the football match 

yesterday.  

6. As soon as she reached the hospital, the doctors _____________ her on a drip.  

7. Before the operation he had to ______ for 12 hours.  

8. This is a really stressful job, so we need someone who is ______ under pressure.  

9. At first the pain was _______________, but then they dosed me ___ with some 

injection, and I didn’t feel anything.  
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10. The patient was _______________an anesthetic before the operation.  

11. After the operation he was put _____ a drip.  

12. You can’t cure this. It’s a genetic______________.  

13. Well, sometimes your light-heartedness gets on my _______, but now I can’t but 

admire how you managed to shrug ____ the problems and move on.  

14. The fingers were sewn _____ ____, but the feeling never returned.  

15. We all hope he will go ______ remission. 

16. After extensive physiotherapy he managed to regain feeling ____ his fingers. 

17. She spent some time in the hospital and finally was diagnosed _____ kidney 

disease. 

18. The patient was _______an anesthetic before the operation. 

19. My grandfather’s health began to ____________.  

20. He has problems with his digestive system, so he has to ________ ____ a strict 

diet.  

 

7. Circle the words that collocate best with the verbs. Use the phrases in the 

sentences of your own.  
 

1. Flutter (a) your eyelashes (b) your shoulders 

2. Raise (a) your belly (b) your eyebrows 

3. Drop (a) your head (b) your heart 

4. Shrug (a) your elbows (b) your shoulders 

5. Frown (a) your eyes (b) your eyebrows 

6. Clench (a) your fist   (b) your head 

7. Stretch (a) your eyes  (b) your legs 

8. Clutch (a) your chest  (b) your back 

9. Raise (a) your lips   (b) your hand 

10. Pat  (a) your back  (b) your fingers 

 

8. Choose the correct word.  

1. His health is deteriorating/ aggravating fast.  

2. After the injury he was rushed to the hospital and had 5 stiches/ scars on his 

head.  

3. An intravenous drip/ anaesthetic can take several hours. 
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4. He gave me an angry glare and suddenly punched/ stroked me in the face.  

5. You have to visit your doctor regularly to eliminate the risk of relapse/ 

remission.  

6. The symptoms may be eased/ exacerbated by avoiding caffeine.  

7. Try to relax and not to clench/ clutch your muscles.  

8. She fluttered/ frowned her eyelashes and smiled.  

9. You’d better not anchor/ dwell on the past.  

10. The disease is probably set off/ aside by stress.  

 

9. Complete the sentences with the correct modal verb.  
 

1. The organisers were at fault for letting so many people come into the hall at 

once. They __________________________9plan) the event better to avoid such overcrowding.  

2. Mike _________________(drive) without glasses, it was a really crazy idea! 

3. You _______________________(get) food poisoning from that hamburger, the rest of 

us didn’t eat that junk food.  

4. This disease ________________________(be cured) now.  

5. There is no point ringing. The dentist _________________(go) home by now. It’s 

almost nine o’clock in the evening.  

6. I’m disappointed we missed the start of the film. We ________________(get) here 

earlier.  

7. You _______________ (see) Dr Hollis, because she’s been on holiday.  

8. Some mammals _____ (do) things that humans are simply incapable of.  

9. The patient ____________________(try) to get out of bed when she slipped and fell, 

but frankly there is no way for knowing for sure. She has died of her injuries.  

10. You __________________(meet) me at the stations, I had hard times carrying the 

kid, pram and bags to the taxi lane.  

 

10. Translate the sentences.  
 

1. Чтобы спасти ему жизнь, ногу пришлось ампутировать.  

2. Перед операцией необходимо воздержаться от пищи на 12 часов.  

3. Вам больше не нужны капельницы, но таблетки придется принимать 

постоянно, чтобы не допустить рецидивов.  
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4. Благодаря самоотверженной работе врачей к 1977 году оспа была 

полностью искоренена.  

5. Спровоцировать астму может холодная погода, пыльца, стресс и 

аллергия.  

6. Сколько можно откладывать поход к врачу? Разве ты не понимаешь, что 

только усугубляешь ситуацию? Еще немного, и вместо лечения тебе потребуется 

ампутация.  

7. Китайская традиционная медицина подкрепляется философией.  

8. Он посмотрел на меня и нахмурился.  

9. Аллергия начинается, когда иммунная система воспринимает обычные 

вещества как враждебные.  

10. Нарушения пищевого поведения проистекают из психологических 

проблем или травм.  

11. Люди с высоким давлением чрезвычайно подвержены сердечным 

приступам.  

12. Сначала у меня просто заболел зуб, а потом щека опухла, и я побежал к 

дантисту.  

13. Он получил ожоги третьей степени, когда пытался сварить суп. Боль 

была невыносимая, и ему дали обезболивающее.  

14. Низкий уровень гемоглобина может привести к сильной утомляемости.  

15. Кто-то должен остановить эту «бесконечную спираль» злобы и 

ненависти.  

16. После инсульта пациентам необходима длительная программа 

реабилитации.  

17. Опухоль была определена как злокачественная, но, к счастью, ему 

удалось войти в ремиссию.  

18. Это генетическое расстройство, его невозможно вылечить, а только 

облегчить симптомы.  

19. ВИЧ может передаваться от матери к ребенку через кровь и грудное 

молоко.  

20. Футбольный матч был ужасен: игрок противоположной команды пнул 

меня, и мне пришлось наложить пять швов на лодыжку.  
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REVIEW 

 

 

Card 1 
 

Complete the sentences with the words from the box, use the appropriate 

form of the verb where necessary. There are two extra words which you don't 

need to use.  
 

1. At rush hour in Bangkok, thousands of motorcycles hit the streets. The centre's 

really _____ . 

2. A _____ organisation is one that does not have a religious nature. 

3. All she wants is my money, so she wants me to pay ____ for the children after 

divorce. 

4. The government's decision to liquidate the company has _____ an angry protest. 

5. When we have a quarrel usually it's me who apologise first and try to _____ . 

6. This was once an area of _____ woodland before it was all cut down. 

7. He _____ with managers to agree on best working practice in the office. 

8. I have to _____ for at least 12 hours before the operation, with no food at all. 

fast grudge congested dense trigger secular make up maintenance to liaise close-knit 

 

Card 2 
 

Complete the sentences with the words from the box, use the appropriate 

form of the verb where necessary. There are two extra words which you don't 

need to use.  
 

1. There was no rubbish anywhere in the city centre. It was completely _____. 

2. They are a very _____ society, they work shoulder to shoulder and can rely on 

each other in any case. 

3. He hasn't got a clue what he's doing here, he can't get the hang of it, so he's so 

_____. 

4. The latest scandal could _____existing problems within the party. 
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5. I think he's still holding a _____ against me after this argument, yesterday he just 

nodded to me to say 'hello'.  

6. We were impressed by the _____ scenery that we saw all over the island. 

7. We need to _____ the problem on the website immediately. 

8. The bite ______ horribly until it was the size of a grape. 

stunning swell swing close-knit grudge benefit incompetent 

to troubleshoot spotless compound 

 

Card 3 
 

Complete the sentences with the words from the box, use the appropriate 

form of the verb where necessary. There are two extra words which you don't 

need to use.  
 

1. Istanbul is a big, _____ city. It seems to go on for miles and miles. 

2. Several civil services are undergoing reorganisation in an effort to cut _____.  

3. Sometimes you are too direct and straightforward with others, you don't _____ 

your words.  

4. The new community centre will _____ young people in the area. 

5. We've had a big row and she took _____, now I don't know what to do to make 

amends. 

6. The hiking wasn't that strenuous, soon we got into the ____ of it. 

7. Advertising is fiercely _____ because companies try to outsmart their business 

rivals. 

8. After suffering such severe frostbite it took me ages _____ feeling in my fingers. 

swing run down competitive regain sprawling mince offence red tape benefit rewarding 

 

Card 4 
 

Complete the sentences with the words from the box, use the appropriate 

form of the verb where necessary. There are two extra words which you don't 

need to use.  
 

1. The area is very _____, with many buildings in poor condition or completely 

derelict. 

2. Department stores are to introduce new security measures, in an attempt to 

_____ on credit card fraud. 
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3. He is really _____, her bitchy remarks don't seem to affect him. 

4. This new law aims to _____ minor crimes and reduce arrests.  

5. In the end they decided to restart negotiations to put a stop to this military 

operation and declared a_____.  

6. I'm not that _____, I do find it quite a struggle to express myself. 

7. My job is _____, I feel blissfully happy with what I do, besides it's well-paid. 

8. We are not sure what _____ his allergic reaction. 

 

articulate run down rewarding devastated curb thick-skinned crack down set off 

ceasefire beat 

 

Card 5 
 

Complete the sentences with the words from the box, use the appropriate 

form of the verb where necessary. There are two extra words which you don't 

need to use.  
 

1. We have a very _____ bus service. Over 95 % of all buses arrive on time. 

2. _____ the rope tightly so that the bikes don't fall off while we are driving. 

3. My friend is really a _____ person, he's determined to have his way and rely on 

his own opinions. 

4. The city was _____ by the earthquake and it will take years to rebuild it.  

5. Their plans to overthrow the president and to _____ a coup failed when the police 

interfered in this conflict. 

6. Can you stop _____ about the bush and tell me please what you want. 

7. He was shocked, that they'd fired him. He took his employers to the industrial 

tribunal and was granted a compensation on the grounds of unfair _____. 

8. A _____ of iodine can cause this particular illness. 

 

beat strong-willed dismissal well-run devastate stage lack knot pre-nuptial violations 
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Card 6 
 

Complete the sentences with the words from the box, use the appropriate 

form of the verb where necessary. There are two extra words which you don't 

need to use.  
 

1. When you get into the suburbs, some parts of the city are _____, actually there's 

lots of litter. 

2. Make sure you _____ the glasses after you've washed them – last time, the wine 

ended up tasting of washing-up liquid.  

3. We didn't ask each other to sign a _____ agreement before we got married, we 

thought we'd be living together forever.  

4. The breakout of rebel fighting in the east is likely to further _____ relations 

between the two nations. 

5. Having received reports of human rights _____ they sent in international troops 

to re-establish security.  

6. It's difficult to forage for food in winter, that's why some animals _____ to 

survive. 

7. I can't see myself in the company for a long term, so I'm thinking of handing in a 

_____. 

8. I was horrified to see my _____ friend losing blood so quickly. 

notice pre-nuptial appeal rinse undermine hibernate violations injured filthy shrewd 

 

Card 7 
 

Complete the sentences with the words from the box, use the appropriate 

form of the verb where necessary. There are two extra words which you don't 

need to use.  
 

1. Crime's a bit of a problem here, especially in some of the more _____ areas of the 

city. You've got to take care. 

2. The clock isn't broken, you just need to change the battery. Give it here, I'll take 

out the _____ from the back. 

3. I never thought she 'd want to end the marriage and _____ divorce.  
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4. Ideal politicians need to be _____, so that they'd be able to make the most of 

opportunities when they arose. 

5. The terrorist has been tracked down, arrested and put on _____. 

6. Because of its marking this bird can easily _____ into the background. 

7. Subsidised childcare with a crèche for employees' little kids is a nice _____ of my 

job.  

8. When I crashed into a tree, I broke my arm in two places and it took months for 

it to _____. 

to withstand heal shrewd blend deprived file for trial screws perk affluent  

 

Card 8 
 

Complete the sentences with the words from the box, use the appropriate 

form of the verb where necessary. There are two extra words which you don't 

need to use.  
 

1. My friend has bought a new flat in this _____ area of the city. This place 

dominates the city life with flourishing businesses and a wealthy community. 

2. Let the _____ run for a bit and the water will get warm. 

3. We are locked in a _____ battle over the kids and can't agree who they should live 

with. 

4. My ideal politician would have the _____ to really care about the communities 

they work for. 

5. It has led to conflict escalation and it's out of the question to call a _____, though 

the two parties are making timid attempts to find a compromise.  

6. Its densely packed feathers help to _____ freezing temperatures. 

7. Elderly people in Europe prefer staying in the labour force when they reach 

retirement age, but their employers offer them some special _____ such as flexible 

working hours, part-time jobs and sabbaticals.  

8. His grandfather’s health began to ______, he has to take more medicines to ease 

the pain. 

to withstand compassion deteriorate incentives affluent custody truce tap congested to 

make up 
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TESTS 

 

UNIT 1. CITIES 

 

Variant A 

 

1. Match the definitions.  

1. to go into a place and steal things from it 

A. steal  

B. recruit 

C. vibrant 

D. burgle  

E. resourceful 

2. a disadvantage 

A. downturn 

B. emerge 

C. choke 

D. drawback 

E. crawl 

3. polite talk about things that are not very important 

A. a dump 

B. small talk 

C. recruit 

D. earthquake 

E. sprawling 

4. the ability or resources to do something 

A. diagnose 

B. earthquake 

C. smoothly 

D. capability 

E. thrilled 

5. stones and bricks from a building that has been destroyed 

A. rubble 

B. lose out 

C. brim 

D. ridiculously 

E. mugging 
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6. extremely bad 

A. vibrant 

B. mugging 

C. capability 

D. emerge 

E. appalling 

7. something becomes very successful 

A. rubble 

B. flourish 

C. emerge 

D. rough 

E. burgle 

8. an amount of money that a government or organization gives to someone for a 

particular purpose. 

A. renovate 

B. grant 

C. downturn 

D. merit 

E. advantage 

9. to say that someone has a certain illness 

A. hurricane 

B. decline 

C. diagnose 

D. shelter 

E. thriving 

10. relating to a cup or bowl – the top edge 

A. edge  

B. mugging 

C. undergo 

D. brim 

E. burgle 

 

2. Complete the sentence with the proper word.  
 

1. He looks like his dad. Yeah, he is a spitting ______ of him! 

2. She's very _____ to find a boyfriend. She's been single for 17 years.  

3. There are many large, _____ cities in India.  
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4. I believe that rape is the most _____ crime. I just can't comprehend why someone 

would do that.  

5. Three buildings were _____ed to make room for the new sports arena.  

6. The police think someone put something into his drink to _____ him.  

7. After a night of drinking, I barely _____ed into bed.  

8. Most people don't know, but Chicago is one of the _____(est) cities in America. 

Their crime rate is astronomical.  

9. An _____ has hit California with a magnitude of 7.0. 

10. The house was reduced to a pile of _____. 
 

3. Correct the mistakes.  
 

1. One of the downturns of living in a large city is the traffic congestion.  

2. My father will have to suffer an operation on his back.  

3. The number of murders has run down below 400.  

4. The EU provides steps for people setting up new businesses.  

5. Our house is always vibrant. My wife is cleaning it constantly.  

6. I was absolutely terrified when I saw my birthday present.  

7. They've demolished the old cinema. It looks just like new.  

8. He filled the coffee cups to the top.  

9. There has been a slight drawback in the economy due to the war.  

10. I still see my old classmates now and again.  

 

4. Match words that collocate. Make your own examples with each of them.  

1 Spread A Changes 

2 Roll in  B Advice  

3 Undergo С Out  

4 Lose  D Surprise  

5 Explore  E Grim  

6 On and  F Possibilities  

7 Emerge as  G A global power  

8 Offer  H Off 

9 Take by  I Like wildfire 

10 Sound  J Money 
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5. Fill in the correct verb form.   
 

1. The old school (renovate) lately.  

2. The traffic here is absolutely awful. Buses and cars only (crawl) along the 

streets.  

3. Now we (explore) the opportunities of opening a new branch.  

4. Why people (spread) the gossip? 

5. The news of his becoming a boss (take) us by surprise.  

6. The area looks derelict, a lot of buildings (crumble). 

7. Our country (undergo) dramatic changes since 1991.  

8. The city (thrive) now, with new pedestrian areas and urban parks appearing 

here and there.  

9. The standards of education (decline) now, following some silly laws of the 

authorities.  

10. Crime rate (dip) significantly since then.  

 

10. Translate from Russian into English.  
 

1. Дом начал разрушаться.  

2. Он наполнил бокал до краев.  

3. Уровень преступности существенно снизился.  

4. Много людей еще находится в западне в развалинах дома.  

5. С тех пор город претерпел множество изменений.  

6. Не сразу ему удалось завоевать расположение избирателей.  

7. Дома здесь ужасно дорогие.  

8. Из-за сильной загрязненности многие люди уезжают в другие города.  

9. Моя квартира редко выглядит идеально чистой.  

10. Ты веселишься так, как будто завтра не наступит.  
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UNIT 1 CITIES 

 

Variant B 

 

1. Match the definitions.  

1. someone who is good at finding solutions to problems 

A. drawback 

B. decline 

C. small talk 

D. deed  

E. resourceful 

2. to understand the meaning of something when this meaning is hidden 

A. thrilled 

B. run-down 

C. decode 

D. rough 

E. flourish 

3. water from rain or a river covering the land 

A. flooding 

B. undergo 

C. drawback 

D. earthquake 

E. decline 

4. to move very slowly 

A. hurricane 

B. vibrant 

C. emerge 

D. crumbling 

E. crawl 

5. lively and exciting 

A. choke 

B. brim 

C. grant 

D. vibrant 

E. spotless 
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6. something that you do 

A. undergo  

B. earthquake 

C. brim 

D. deed 

E. recruit 

7. a building or area in bad condition (adj) 

A. run-down 

B. decline 

C. crumbling 

D. derelict 

E. recruit 

8. in a way that is very extreme and not sensible 

A. shelter 

B. ridiculously 

C. downturn 

D. merit 

E. crawl 

9. to destroy something deliberately 

A. decline 

B. derelict 

C. downturn  

D. demolish 

E. ridiculously 

10. a city covers a large area in an untidy way (adj.) 

A. emerge 

B. merit 

C. sprawling 

D. undergo 

E. underestimate 

 

2. Compete the sentence with the proper word.  
 

1. Many businesses are now _____ing because of the increase tourism to the area.  

2. He's a (an) _____ businessman. His business is worth more than 20 million 

dollars.  
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3. The city has decided to ban large vehicles to reduce traffic _____ in the city 

center.  

4. Wroclaw suffered serious _____ last year.  

5. Scholars attempt to _____ the meanings of stories.  

6. There are a lot of _____s in Madrid. They can even be seen in the broad daylight.  

7. I don't like making _____ with people I don't know.  

8. Many economists believe that we should increase the number of banknotes 

in _____ to help the economy. 

9. Don't eat too fast. You will _____.  

10. He is extremely _____. He always finds a solution.  

 

3. Correct the mistakes.  

1. Let's hope everything will go roughly and no arguments will arise.  

2. A declining economy doesn't always correspond with a happy population.  

3. We need tents to provide houses for people.  

1. A strong community spirit suffered from the disaster.  

2. The whole place is derelict with students from 10pm to 3am.  

3. The doctors voiced him with cancer.  

4. I dipped the cost of our trip to Paraguay. It was much more expensive.  

5. That factory over there produces nasty smog.  

6. Houses in Yekaterinburg are appallingly expensive. They are about the same 

price as in Moscow.  

7. The main congestion of taking online courses is the inability to meet the 

professor face-to-face.  

 

4. Match words that collocate. Make your own examples with each of them.  
 

1 The spitting  A A challenge 

2 Freak  B A serious issue 

3 Remain С A word 

4 Win  D Concern 

5 Present  E Wrong  

6 Spread  F Downhill  

7 Voice  G Up 

8 Do  H Image  

9 Get smb I Out  

10 Go  J Over  
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5. Fill in the correct verb form.  

1. Crime rate (dip) significantly since then.  

2. The city (thrive) now, with new pedestrian areas and urban parks appearing 

here and there. 

3. Why people (spread) the gossip? 

4. The traffic here is absolutely awful. Buses and cars only (crawl) along the 

streets.  

5. The news of his becoming a boss (take) by surprise.  

6. The standards of education (decline) now, following some silly laws of the 

authorities.  

7. Now we (explore) the opportunities of opening a new branch.  

8. The area looks derelict, a lot of buildings (crumble). 

9. Our country (undergo) dramatic changes since 1991.  

10. The old school (renovate) lately. 

 

6. Translate from Russian into English.  

1. Сообщалось о серии грабежей в районе.  

2. Экономика страны претерпела множество изменений.  

3. Он вылитый отец.  

4. В некотором отношении его работы очень интересны.  

5. Годовой оборот компании значительно упал.  

6. Раньше Екатеринбург был криминальным городом, но он преодолел 

трудности и сейчас стал живым и богатым городом.  

7. Сад находится в тени большую часть дня.  

8. У нас есть глубоко укоренившееся предубеждение против статистичес-

ких данных.  

9. Я видел, как он украл твой телефон.  

10. Она схватила сумочку и выбежала на улицу.  
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UNIT 2. CULTURE AND IDENTITY 
 

 

Variant A 

 

1. Guess the word by its definition. 
 

1. a belief that something is true, though belief is not based on any evidence 

2. something that does not involve any religion or isn’t controlled by the church  

3. very strange and unusual 

4. to control, to be the most powerful person somewhere  

5. to make clothes dry by pressing and squeezing it  

6. to use a brush to remove dirt and dust from the floor  

7. to get rid of something officially  

8. to pour the water out of its container 

9. to encourage to develop or spread 

10. cruel or unfair treatment of someone  
 

2. Cross the odd one out. 
 

1.  a. pin  b. needle c. pad 

2.  a. wire  b. screw c. cable 

3.  a. sweep                    b. wipe c. stain 

4.  a. drill  b. mop c. brush 

5.  a. rinse               b. soak c. rip 
 

3. Complete the sentences with the proper word. 
 

1.   Climate in this country is very ___________.  

2. The government wants to _________ the Electoral law.  

3. This is not for me because I prefer ___________ way of life.  

4. It was the best summer of my life, because we worked in a __________ team.  

5. I’d love to go to California, but I have neither money nor free time. Chances 

would be a _______ thing.  

6. I always go for a jog _________ thing in the morning.  

7. If you ________ any of the liquid on carpets or rugs, don’t worry as it washes out 

easily.  
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8. Could you ________ the rope?  

9. I need a _____________ to sew this thing.  

10. Hey, there is a _______ on my shirt.  
 

4. Rewrite the second sentence in each pair so that it has a similar meaning 

to the first. Use emphatic structures. 
 

1. Kids today only want to play with their mobile phones.  

2. It is John’s irony that irritates me. 

3. I only wanted to say that the meeting was very useful.  

4. I’m bemused by the range of the development. 

5. It seems to me it is very difficult to cope with the crowded streets.  
 

5. Match words that collocate and write sentences with each of them. 
 

A Crack  1 The nail 

B Hit  2 Forms  

C Fill in  3 From one’s mind 

D Lead  4 Down on  

E The furthest thing  5 Isolated life  

 

6. Translate the sentences into Russian. 
 

1. Жить в сплоченном городке иногда сложно: все знают всё про всех и 

распространяют сплетни.  

2. Такой подход широко распространен в обществе.  

3. Власти принимают жесткие меры против преступности.  

4. Первое, что я делаю утром, – проверяю электронную почту.  

5. Очень важно сохранять наследие страны.  

6. Я предполагал, что ты захочешь пойти с нами.  

7. Регионы обладают автономией от центрального правительства.  

8. Москва была основана Юрием Долгоруким.  

9. Пиво здесь варят уже многие века.  

10. Я бы это сделал, если бы знал, что мне удастся избежать наказания.  
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UNIT 2. CULTURE AND IDENTITY  

 

 

Variant B 

 

1. Guess the word by its definition. 
 

1. money that a person pays illegally so that they do something for you 

2. something that becomes very popular for a short time 

3. a statement that expresses something too strongly 

4. a tool that you use to make holes in the walls 

5. something extremely annoying 

6. official rules that prevent things from happening quickly 

7. try to find a solution to the problem 

8. situation when parts of books or films are removed by the authority  

9. leave a dirty mark on something by accident 

10.   the people in a country or organization that have all the power  
 

2. Cross the odd one out. 
 

1. a. secular          b. devout                  c. fraudulent 

2. a. fuel                 b. soak               c. rinse 

3. a. spill      b. stain               c. rant 

4. a. thread      b. tap                         c. needle 

5. a. soak      b. crack down on    c. tackle 
 

3. Complete the sentences with the proper word. 
 

1. I go for a run _____ thing in the morning.  

2. They say I was very brave but what I did was no ________ thing, really.  

3. Buy a brand new car at a reasonable price? Chance would be a ______ thing.  

4. Life is a continuous _______________.  

5. Your clothes are wet, you should ________ them ________. 

6. You’ve ________ your jeans; there are a lot of holes on them.  
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7. He always ___________ tea for me.  

8. Please, __________ the toilet. 

9. Would you like a _____________ for your yoghurt?  

10.   Right now I’m so busy at work that taking a holiday is the ________ thing from 

my mind. 
 

4. Rewrite the second sentence in each pair so that it has a similar meaning 

to the first. You should use emphatic structures. 
 

1. I’m very annoyed by the lack of respect.  

2. I hate the thing that the authorities are so corrupted.  

3. We go to the south of France each year because my wife’s parents live there.  

4. I find the extreme violence in the films very upsetting.  

5. I still can’t get used to bureaucracy.  
 

5. Match words that collocate and write sentences with each of them. 
 

A Get  1 In the morning 

B Renounce  2 A problem 

C First thing  3 The citizenship 

D Tackle  4 The floor  

E Sweep  5 Away with  

 

6. Translate the sentences into Russian 
 

1. Приходить в гости без предупреждения у нас не принято.  

2. В Лондоне очень разнообразное (разношерстное) население.  

3. Правящая элита контролирует всю крупную промышленность региона.  

4. Он сохранил связи со своей родиной.  

5. Этот остров не населен.  

6. Брак и дети – это последнее, о чем я сейчас думаю.  

7. Российская Федерация является светским государством.  

8. У него очень странное поведение.  

9. Первым делом утром наши соседи начинают сверлить.  

10.  Перестань возмущаться по пустякам! 
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Unit 3. Relationships 

 

 

Variant A 
 

1. Guess the word by its definition. 
 

1. not having or showing the necessary skills to do something successfully. 

2. a person who avoids work or any effort. 

3. to take or use most or all of something in an unfair and selfish way. 

4. parental responsibility, especially as allocated to one of two divorcing parents. 

5. a load; a duty or misfortune that causes worry, hardship, or distress. 

6. intense and selfish desire for something, especially wealth, power or food. 

7. a person legally entitled to the property or rank of another on that person’s 

death. 

8. to act in accordance with someone’s wish or command. 

9. nervous and timid in the company of other people, anxious about one’s 

appearance and actions. 

10. an inherent mental or physical power like eyesight, hearing, etc. 
 

2. There is one missing word in each sentence. Add the word in the correct 

place.  
 

1. He strikes me quite a decent guy. 

2. She looks down her nose everyone. 

3. If he was really bothered, he give all his money away and really help. 

4. It’s not fair, the teacher’s just singling him for punishment. 

5. I feel really under weather, so I can’t come with you.  

6. He is quite sociable, so he’s the one tends to deal with clients. 

7. To make worse, he started making these bitchy remarks. 

8. We are both easy-going, laid kind of people, so we are ready to accept each 

other’s comments. 
 

3. Explain the meaning of the following phrasal verbs and write down 

sentences of your own to illustrate them. 
 

1. to get on 

2. to put up with 
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3. to answer back 

4. to bring up 

5. to get over 

6. to blow over 

 

4. Complete the sentences with the proper word(s) in the appropriate form. 
 

1. He is apparently quite passive, and _____all this verbal aggression from his wife. 

2. I haven’t got a _____ what you are driving at. 

3. Despite a _____ image, Michael is highly competitive. 

4. She’s set her _____ on going to university and she won’t give in. 

5. Constantly to the popular rumor that Generations X and Y are mostly _____, these 

people can work hard and take action. 

6. It was a bitter, _____ divorce that involved lawyers and an emotional tug-of-war* 

(перетягивание каната) over access to their son. 

7. She stars as Bridget, a calorie obsessed, thirtysomething singleton who drinks 

too much and _____ the wrong men. 

8. His father politely told him to get a steady girlfriend and to _____. 

9. But scientists involved in the studies say such interpretations of their research 

miss the _____. 

10. In spite of the sorrows depicted, the film conveys the _____ of resistance and 

peace.  

 

5. Match the sentence halves. 
 

1. I would have won a) he would find the solution to tackle this 

problem.  

2. He assured me b) because he would never lift a finger 

round the house. 

3. Would you mind not c) if I had played better. 

4. He would often fall out with his brother d) talking to me in such a patronizing tone. 

5. I would give him a hand with this e) though they were not rivals. 

6. She finally left him f) if he weren’t such a snob. 
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6. Translate the sentences. 

1. Подросткам свойственно быть стеснительными, когда они влюбляются в 

кого-то. 

2. Она некомпетентна и не имеет ни малейшего представления о своих 

обязанностях.  

3. Мы встречались всего пару раз, но он кажется мне вполне приличным 

человеком. 

4. Его снова наказали и оставили в классе после уроков, так как он дерзил 

учителю. 

5. Раньше к тридцати годам люди остепенялись и устраивали свою карьеру.  

6. Они стареют, но не будут жить в доме для престарелых. 

7. Они не подписывали брачный контракт, полагая, что у них не будет 

оснований для развода.  

8. На вашем месте я бы направил энергию в мирное русло (на что-то 

полезное). 

9. В нашей поликлинике пациенты как на конвейере, а врачи все делают 

ради галочки. 

10. Что случилось? – Да это мой бывший парень. Ни с того, ни с сего он 

написал мне письмо.  
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Unit 3. Relationships 

 

 

Variant B 

 

1. Guess the word by its definition. 
 

1. insensitive to criticism and insults. 

2. a person who falsely claims to be something. 

3. to make friends and get on well with each other. 

4. a husband’s or wife’s provision of financial support for their child (children) 

after separation or divorce. 

5. a love affair between a married person and a person who is not their spouse. 

6. cruel and violent treatment of a person. 

7. a difference or contrast between similar thing or people; a feature that sets 

someone or something apart from others. 

8. to initiate an action or event. 

9. not showing due respect for another person, impudent. 

10. a type of a bank loan to buy some property. 
 

2. There is one missing word in each sentence. Add the word in the correct 

place. 
 

1. She comes as really bright and chatty. 

2. The only problem she kind hogs the bathroom. 

3. So, are you getting well with your new neighbors? 

4. The teacher just overreacts saying that our son is going the rails. 

5. My doctor is always sympathetic when I need a sick leave or to take time work. 

6. If you can establish clearly defined roles, there’s room for domestic quarrels.  

7. I was pleased to work with my sister but it turns the feeling wasn’t mutual.  

8. Parents tried to be fair to both sons, but the younger was always vying 

attention. 
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3. Explain the meaning of the following phrasal verbs and write down 

sentences of your own to illustrate them. 
 

1. to get on 

2. to put up with 

3. to answer back 

4. to bring up 

5. to get over 

6. to blow over 

 

4. Complete the sentences with the proper word(s) in the appropriate form. 
 

1. Like most teenagers, now she _____ a period of self-consciousness and soul-

searching.  

2. If they feel that a decision is unjust, they must _____ themselves.  

3. I’m pretty _____, but I found that remark to be stupid. 

4. We want clean, quiet hospital wards with appropriate privacy and _____ food. 

5. We need to raise public _____ of the issue. 

6. They have not been in court before now for custody of the child and had 

reached an _____ agreement over visiting rights. 

7. He is an inspiration to all of our employees and it’s great to see someone who 

gave a life-long _____ to the company. 

8. We are bombarded with images of elderly people being ____ and sickly. 

9. Americans love success stories, especially tales of _____ who overcome all 

hardships to achieve success by their own efforts. 

10. As they got older, their sibling _____ went from just being competitive to 

becoming extremely violent. 
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5. Match the sentence halves. 
 

1. They wouldn’t have known there was 

someone in the garden 

a) she would stand for what she believed 

in.  

2. She promised  b) wouldn’t start. 

3. Would you mind c) if the dog hadn’t barked. 

4. She would suffer from physical abuse 

 

d) talking to his teacher about these 

constant detentions.  

5. He would settle down 

 

e) but divorce was the furthest thing from 

her mind. 

6. Sorry I’m late. My car f) if this company didn’t drag him down. 

 

6. Translate the sentences. 
 

1. Она всегда откровенна и говорит без обиняков. 

2. Он такой злой! На твоем месте я бы ему совсем не доверял. 

3. Сначала он произвел на меня впечатление спокойного, немного наивного 

человека, но оказалось, что он принципиальный и очень упрямый. 

4. Учителю кажется, что наш сын слетел с катушек, а я думаю, она просто 

делает из него козла отпущения. 

5. Раньше люди получали квартиры от государства, сейчас они должны 

брать ипотеку и покупать жилье. 

6. Между ними произошла крупная ссора, но он надеется, что все уладится 

само собой. 

7. Они подали на развод. В результате жена получила опеку над детьми, а 

муж будет платить алименты.  

8. После двадцати лет брака они начали отдаляться друг от друга. 

9. Отец всегда преодолевал трудности безo всяких усилий. 

10. Что случилось? – Да все мой начальник! Я устала от его противных 

замечаний. 
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Unit 6. Conflict 

 

 

Variant A 

 

1. Guess the word by its definition. 
 

1. A period of time when a person is silent, bad-tempered out of annoyance or 

disappointment (noun). 

2. A very anxious person, who avoids proper conversations and tries to protect 

himself from criticism. (adjective)  

3. An agreement between enemies to stop fighting for a certain time. (noun) 

4. To continue violently or with great force. (verb) 

5. To stop resisting to an enemy and submit to their authority. (verb) 

6. A sudden, violent and illegal seizure of power from a government. (noun) 

7. A person (people) killed or injured in a war. (noun) 

8. Brutal slaughter (murder) of many people. (noun)  

9. A state of dissatisfaction and agitation, typically involving public 

demonstrations and disorder. (noun) 

10. A noisy acrimonious quarrel. (noun) 
 

2. Complete the sentences with the proper words. In some sentences put the 

verbs in the appropriate form. 
 

1. Stop shouting, I’ll clean it up right now! There’s no need to _____ my head off 

about it! 

2. There are many homes in the national park area which were built _____ to house 

farm workers. 

3. It turned out that she held a _____ against both of us and that’s why she didn’t 

answer the phone.  

4. The danger of war is growing even now as social _____rises and conflicts 

escalate. 

5. Peace talks have_____ _____ in the Middle East.  
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6. Activists threatened to _____ a coup if their demands were not considered by the 

government. 

7. Emergency supplies of flour and other basics are projected to _____ _____in a few 

days and that may result in famine. 

8. The murderer was at last _____ _____ and arrested.  

9. The purpose of military action must be to relieve gross physical harm to 

unarmed _____.  

10. I want to stand up for my rights and I’ll go on this anti-war ____.  
 

3. Complete the verb + noun collocations and use them in the sentences of 

your own. 
 

1.  Amends 

2. to lose  

3.  Offence 

4. to restart  

5. a protest march 

 

4. Correct mistakes in the sentences below. 
 

1. With all deserved respect, I don’t think that he is competent in this area.  

2. I’m fed up with how neat my roommates are, they can’t do even a few minor 

household chores.  

3. They’ve had a big falling-out and now no one wants to be the first to storm off.  

4. I bitterly remember rowing with my cousin when we were little. (vaguely) 

5. Advertisers fight their target groups with ads trying to attract new clients.  

6. She was ready to provide sanctions that she had been pursued at her workplace.  

7. This contradictory decision outdid our company into two camps.  

8. The military conflict has escalated and the chance to declare a trial is almost 

impossible now.  

9. When one party refused to negotiate peace talks broke out.  

10. The United states responded by lifting trade sanctions, which undermined the 

economic stability.  
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5. Translate the sentences from Russian into English. 
 

1. Они сильно поссорились и никак не помирятся. Боюсь, они могут 

расстаться.  

2. Я как-то рассказал боссу, что она часто опаздывает. Думаю, она все еще 

злится на меня.  

3. Какой беспорядок! Мне бы хотелось, чтобы ты перестал разбрасывать 

вещи по всей комнате.  

4. При всем моем уважении, мне кажется, он не очень компетентный, хотя 

формально он наш начальник.  

5. Я настоятельно рекомендую тебе помириться с Джоном. Он, очевидно, не 

тот человек, который будет мириться с унижением.  

6. Мирные переговоры потерпели неудачу, так как стороны не были готовы 

объявить прекращение огня.  

7. Блокада Ленинграда длилась 900 дней. Жители города проявили героизм 

и не сдались врагу. 

8. Мне бы хотелось, чтобы европейские страны не накладывали санкции, 

которые подрывают экономику нашей страны. 

9. Почему некоторые страны так решительно призывали бойкотировать 

чемпионат мира по футболу в России? 

10. Благодаря большой поддержке населения президент был переизбран на 

второй срок.  
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Unit 6. Conflict 

 

 

Variant B 

 

1. Guess the word by its definition. 
 

1. A relative by marriage. (noun) 

2. A person who shares a house with others. (noun) 

3. A discussion aimed to reach an agreement. (noun) 

4. To increase rapidly and become more intense or serious. (verb) 

5. To win a victory over someone in a battle. (verb) 

6. A military operation in which enemy forces surround a town, cutting off 

essential supplies. (noun) 

7. Soldiers or armed forces. (noun) 

8. A refusal or ban to buy (goods), to cooperate or participate as a punishment or 

protest. (noun) 

9. An enforced separation of different racial groups in a country or community. 

(noun) 

10. To avoid giving a direct answer to a question. (verb) 
 

2. Complete the sentences with the proper words. In some sentences put the 

verbs in the appropriate form. 
 

1. Families can get in real financial trouble if the government doesn’t _____ this 

problem out. 

2. We _____ need more clinics for treating people and educating them about the 

dangers. 

3. The two of them had a falling-out and no one seems to be willing to make up 

and make _____.  

4. British armed forces _____ Mesopotamia in 1914 with promises of freedom from 

the Turks. 

5. Police were called after fighting _____ _____ among a group of around 40. 
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6. Foreign debt _____ the country’s economy and its ability to act independently.  

7. I’m afraid that the withdrawal of international ____ will lead to a new wave of 

violence in the region. 

8. No one has _____ responsibility for any of the recent terrorist attacks in the area.  

9. It’s a struggle to overcome _____of non-whites and other ethnic minorities. 

10. America’s announcement in 1950 of plans to develop the H-bomb ____ fresh 

social unrest all over the world. 
 

3. Complete the verb + noun collocations and use them in the sentences of 

your own. 
 

1.  a grudge 

2. to slam   

3.  a row 

4. to withdraw  

5. dissent 

 

4. Correct mistakes in the sentences below. 
 

1. To be brutally frank, I don’t think they are the best people for the job.  

2. He has a losing temper and frequently ends up screaming and shouting after 

rows.  

3. In a later incident, during a grudge, he lost control and punched her in the face. 

4. The number of violent incidents has increased strongly.  

5. Two companies have been engaged in a fierce battle to join market share.  

6. He was put on siege but his lawyer released a statement that he denied any 

wrongdoing. 

7. Local council stepped in as a peacemaker to help them reach a negotiation in 

this confrontation.  

8. The leader of the rebellion movement was arrested for plotting to coup the 

president.  

9. When some fighting between rebels and government forces broke in she 

realized that it was too dangerous a place to stay there.  

10. After years of oppression they finally went on strike that ended up being a 

state support, which transformed the country forever.  
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5. Translate the sentences from Russian into English. 
 

1. Она все еще дуется, потому что я сказал, что домашние дела – это ее 

прямые обязанности.  

2. Они часто кричат и ругаются из-за его бывших и ее новых родственников 

со стороны мужа. 

3. Мне кажется, я попусту трачу слова. Мне бы хотелось, чтобы ты 

извинялся, когда ты не прав. 

4. Если уж совсем на чистоту, у нас разные взгляды на жизнь. Но мы сестры, 

и я очень сожалею, когда мы ссоримся.  

5. Только между нами, Анна сказала мне, что готова попросить прощения и 

искупить свою вину. Лично я думаю, она действительно чувствует угрызения 

совести.  

6. В ООН осудили насилие против мирных жителей и призвали ввести 

международные войска для восстановления мира в регионе.  

7. Повстанцам не удалось захватить власть, и теперь страна медленно 

возвращается к демократии.  

8. Мне бы хотелось, чтобы на нас не обрушивалось столько рекламы по 

телевидению.  

9. Официальные власти пытались подавить всякое инакомыслие и ввели 

тотальную цензуру.  

10. Ряд стран готовы возобновить переговоры и обсудить программы 

разоружения.  
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Unit 8. Nature 

 

 

Variant A 

 

1. Guess the word by its definition. 
 

1. Extremely impressive or attractive. 

2. The natural features of a landscape considering in terms of their appearance, 

especially when picturesque. 

3. A steep rock face, especially at the edge of the sea.  

4. About soil or land when it’s capable of producing abundant vegetation or crops.  

5. A large group of animals, especially hoofed mammals that live together. 

6. An animal that is hunted and killed by another for food.  

7. Very strange or unusual.  

8. A group of living organisms, animals, consisting of similar individuals.  

9. The natural environment of an animal or plant species.  

10. To resist; to remain undamaged or unaffected.  
 

2. Correct a mistake in each sentence. 
 

1. The glacier was formed at the peak when Mount Etna first erupted. 

2. This was once an area of barren woodland before it was all cut down.  

3. As a child I would follow the dirt stream through the woods to the village.  

4. It was a research on a big wetland, to see the impact of global warming on it.  

5. It's difficult to rear for food in winter, that's why some animals hibernate to 

survive.  

6. You can distinguish between dolphins and sharks by the shape of their fur.  

7. Turn right and wonder along a track that takes you past rolling hills on your left.  
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3. Complete the collocations (word combinations) with the missing words 

and use them in the sentences below: 
 

1. _____ around (about) the bush 

2. _____ (smb.’s) words 

3. _____ _____ in edgeways 

4. _____ ______ manners 

5. _____ rumours 

6. _____ _____ into smb.’s mouth  

1) Since their split, some colleagues have been _____ _____ as to why they actually 

separated. 2) There is no point in _____ _____ ______ when talking to children, you can be 

more direct with them. 3) The politician claimed that he had been misquoted in this 

paper and his words had been _____. 4) Let him speak about his career and away he 

goes – no one else can get _____ _____ ______! It’s so annoying! 5) I hate it when people _____ 

_____ into my mouth, I’m rather articulate myself. 6) It’s outrageous! He ____ ____ manners! 

Didn’t his parents teach him any?!  

 

4. Complete the sentences by adding the correct auxiliaries. 
 

1. Men often retreat into a cave at the slightest sign of stress, _____ they? 

2. I wish he’d stop beating around the bush. – So _____ I! He’s not very articulate. 

3. I’ve never met him, but my parents _____. 

4. Don’t get him wrong. He _____ like the music. He just finds it a bit weird.  

5. You never told me you’d been to Nepal! – I _____. You must have forgotten.  

6. It made no difference whatsoever, it really _____. 

7. I can’t stand those self-help books! – Neither _____ I! 

8. People don’t take any measures to stop this species from dwindling, ____ they? 

9. It’s a must-see destination for anyone who ____ love the wild. 
 

5. Translate the sentences from Russian into English. 
 

1. Мы живем в очень живописном месте: на берегу озера с кристально 

чистой водой, окруженного зелеными холмами. 
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2. Леса там густые, земли плодородные. Глубокие ущелья с петляющими 

горными реками привлекают толпы туристов. 

3. Должно быть, поход был утомительный? – Поначалу – немного, но потом 

быстро втягиваешься.  

4. Здесь можно увидеть редких птиц, которые вьют свои гнезда прямо на 

скалистых утесах. 

5. Она очень болтливая и слова не дает никому вставить. 

6. Мне бы хотелось, чтобы он перестал ходить вокруг да около и рассказал, 

что случилось.  

7. При всем моем уважении, он постоянно вмешивается в разговоры других. 

8. Густое оперение помогает этим птицам выдерживать низкие 

температуры. 

9. Они выпрыгивают из воды и хватают добычу в воздухе.  

10. Взрослые особи высиживают яйца и выращивают птенцов. 
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UNIT 8. NATURE  

 

 

Variant B 

 

1. Guess the word by its definition. 
 

1. Having a broken, rocky and uneven surface.  

2. All the visible features of an area of land.  

3. A narrow valley between hills or mountains, typically with steep rocky walls 

and a stream running through it.  

4. About land when it’s too poor to produce much or any vegetation.  

5. A number of birds of one kind, feeding, resting or travelling together.  

6. An animal that naturally preys on others.  

7. To develop over successive generations as a result of natural selection.  

8. (About a species) seriously at risk of extinction.  

9. To decrease gradually in size or amount. 

10. To bring up and care for a child until they are fully grown. 
 

2. Correct a mistake in each sentence. 
 

1. In the summer, many visitors like to kayak down the river in the plain.  

2. Many valleys are melting rapidly because of climate change.  

3. We were impressed by the boring scenery that we saw all over the island.  

4. Herds of birds migrate to warm places in autumn.  

5. Prey hunts predators in the wild.  

6. Its scales help to feel the slightest movement on the web.  

7. It's a must-see time for anyone who loves the wild.  
 

3. Complete the collocations (word combinations) with the missing words 

and use them in the sentences below. 
 

1. to find quite a _____ to express oneself   

2. _____ gossip 
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3. _____ _____ other people’s conversation  

4. to have (be / need) ______ to cry on 

5. ______ to the point 

6. _____ smb.’s words 
 

1) In Britain it’s quite rude to _____ to the point and start speaking about money 

matters too quickly. 2) I tend to be very nervous in exams, I find it quite a _____ to answer 

even simple questions. 3) Journalists often ______ gossips about celebrities to increase 

newspaper’s ratings. 4) He has no manners! He’s always ______ _____ other people’s 

conversations though he’s always ignorant in the field. 5) “Both of them said if I ever 

needed anything – a ______ to cry on, an ear to listen – to call them.” 6) Children often 

_____ teachers’ words discussing a school conflict with their parents and trying to avoid 

punishment.  
 

4. Complete the sentences by adding the correct auxiliaries. 
 

1. These books have had a negative effect on our culture, _____ they? 

2. I wish I hadn’t invited them to our party! – So ____ I! They have no manners! 

3. I won’t cope with it, I’m afraid! – Don’t lose heart! I’m sure you _____.  

4. He _____ interrupt a bit, but his wife is worse! That’s who never shuts up! 

5. I don’t think that it’s an endangered species. – It _____! I’ve read about it recently.  

6. I’ve never been anywhere like it, I really _____! 

7. It’s pretty strenuous. I’m afraid, I’m not fit enough. – Neither _____ I! 

8. She’s never seen these creatures so close in the wild, _____ she? 

9. This town is a popular destination for those tourists who _____ love stunning 

sceneries.  
 

5. Translate the sentences from Russian into English. 
 

1. Вид здесь просто потрясающий! Огромная равнина, покрытая буйной 

растительностью, простирается до самых гор с вершинами, покрытыми снегом.  

2. Все тропы к ущелью труднопроходимые. Но эти места популярны среди 

тех, кто по-настоящему любит дикую природу. 

3. Я только что вернулся из поездки и все еще пытаюсь освоиться на месте.  
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4. Идите к вершине утеса. Слева от вас будет гряда холмов, а справа 

откроется захватывающий вид на бухту с кристально чистой водой. 

5. Она только что рассталась со своим парнем, и ей сейчас нужна подруга, 

чтобы поплакаться в жилетку.  

6. Он может ясно излагать свои мысли, но в присутствии начальника ему 

становится очень трудно выразить себя.  

7. Он такой сплетник! Часто перевирает и приписывает коллегам то, что они 

никогда не говорили.  

8. Их полосатая окраска помогает этим животным сливаться с окружающим.  

9. Верблюды используют горб для того, чтобы запасать воду, путешествуя 

по дюнам пустыни. 

10. Тело этих животных покрыто острыми иголками, чтобы защищаться от 

хищников.  
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UNIT 9. WORK 

 

 

 Variant A 

 

1. Guess the word by definition.  

1. watch and check the work to make sure everything goes well  

2. support given to a person or a project  

3. trace and correct faults in an electronic system 

4. look forward to  

5. give something to somebody officially  

6. the practice of regular staying away from work or school without good reason  

7. a court that makes decisions about conflicts between employers and 

employees 

8. to fire an employee  

9. cooperate on a matter of mutual concern  

10.  responsibilities at work  
 

2. Fill in the missing word(s). 
 

1. Don’t worry, I’m just ________ your leg.  

2. You were very __________ to start then?  

3. I was beginning to ________ ____ to sleep.  

4. Don’t be scared, this visa issue is just a _________.  

5. I have to ___________ a lot to attract new business.  

6. He is seeking compensation for unfair ___________.  

7. The news had a huge __________ on the company.  

8. He appeared before a industrial __________.  

9. Statistics show that many employees are badly ______ as bosses don’t give them 

enough tasks to keep them busy.  

10.  My vitality has __________ away.  
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3. Complete the expressions and use them in the sentences of your own.  
 

1. Emotionally _______; 2. ______ notice; 3. Early _____; 4. Financially _____; 5. Unfair 

______.  
 

4. Fill in the correct verb form (continuous forms). 
 

1. You must ___________ (joke) if you think I’m going to wear this. It’s awful.  

2. A number of other guests ___________(join) us before the end of the weekend.  

3. Jack is supposed ____________(do) his homework upstairs, but I’m sure he isn’t.  

4. Welcome on board. The Rocky Mountain train is about to depart. On today’s 

journey we__________ (travel) through the country’s most wonderful scenery, so sit back 

and relax.  

5. _______ you ___________ (feel) drained after your exam?  

 

5. Translate the sentences into English.  
 

1. Если бы на работе не было яслей, мне пришлось бы платить кучу денег 

няне.  

2. После смерти матери ему дали трехмесячный отпуск по семейным 

обстоятельствам.  

3. Если ты хочешь уволиться, то должен предупредить за две недели.  

4. Суд признал, что ее уволили незаконно, и присудил ей компенсацию.  

5. Специалист отдела кадров пообещала привести механизм в действие, но 

фактически ничего не было сделано.  

6. Самое большое преимущество работы учителя – это отпуск длиной  

в 56 дней.  

7. Да она просто дразнит тебя! 

8. С технической точки зрения его выступление было великолепно.  

9. Я уже полчаса шатаюсь без дела в этом торговом центре.  

10.  Существует очень маленькая вероятность, что новая система стимулов 

будет работать. 
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UNIT 9. WORK 

 

Variant B 

 

 

1. Guess the word by definition.  
 

1. treat someone unfair on the grounds of his/ her race, sex, etc. 

2. very keen to do something  

3. give a job  

4. cheat someone and get money or work unfairly  

5. one of the bosses of a corporation 

6. something extra you get from your job  

7. something that makes you do something or try harder  

8. arrange an event to take place at a particular time 

9. time when a woman who’s going to give birth to a child has permission to be 

absent from work 

10.  a series of measures to restrict illegal behavior  

 

2. Fill in the missing word(s). 
 

1. My co-workers showed me the ______ on my first day at work.  

2. He ______ his mistake and was ready to make amends.  

3. Two of my staff are on maternity _____________.  

4. This begs the ___________: Do we need to hire more staff?  

5. We don’t want to lose money because of ______ anymore, so we’ll demand sick 

notes. 

6. We can’t afford to _______ ____ new staff.  

7. Let’s schedule the meeting to set the _______ in motion.  

8. The government no longer __________ public transport.  

9. Does he find his job financially _____?  

10.  I was made ___________ after two years of perfect work.  
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3. Complete the expressions and use them in the sentences of your own. 
 

1. Blissfully _____; 2. _____ pension; 3. _____ bargaining; 4. Mind-numbingly _____; 

5. Compassionate _____. 
 

4. Fill in the correct verb form (continuous forms). 
 

1. Everything ____________(do) to track down your missing suitcase, sir. Please take 

a seat and I’ll inform as soon as I have any news.  

2. I ____________ (not ask) you for help if I weren’t in such need. 

3. I __________(think) of living in Ireland at one time. That was before I married 

Joanne.  

4. I ____________ (hang around) in the mall for half an hour already.  

5. I’ll pick you up at the airport tomorrow. Look out for me. I _____________(wear) a 

green pullover.  
 

5. Translate the sentences into English.  
 

1. Да, у нас не развита система яслей на рабочем месте, но зато у нас есть 

оплачиваемый отпуск по уходу за ребенком до полутора лет.  

2. Я полностью поддерживаю тебя.  

3. Он поддерживает тесную связь с партнерами из Венесуэлы. (Venezuela) 

4. Похоже, ты настоящий лентяй.  

5. В 90-е годы работодатели частенько обманывали (кидали) своих 

сотрудников.  

6. Я до последнего находился в счастливом неведении о планах компании 

по моему сокращению.  

7. Мы тут все в одной лодке.  

8. Я чувствую себя полностью опустошенным.  

9. Многие работодатели предлагают различные стимулы и «плюшки», 

чтобы сохранить опытный персонал.  

10.  Завтра мы встречаемся с новыми партнерами, поэтому тебе придется 

задержаться и составить контракт.  
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UNIT 10. HEALTH AND ILLNESS 

 

Variant A 

 

 

1. Guess the word by its definition.  
 

1. A kind of surgery in which they use only small incisions rather than large 

invasive ones. 

2. A piece of living tissue that transplanted surgically.  

3. To return to a normal state of health, mind or strength.  

4. A secondary, typically undesirable effect of a drug or medical treatment. 

5. An apparatus which passes drugs drop by drop into a patient’s body on a 

continuous basis.  

6. To cut or slice something, especially suddenly and forcibly.  

7. An artificial body part. 

8. Bending and moving easily and gracefully.  

9. The state of being comfortable, healthy and happy. 

10. To bend one’s brows in an expression indicating disapproval.  
 

2. Insert the missing prepositions. 
 

1. The operation will get rid _____ all your fat in a matter _____ hours.  

2. They decide to stick _____ their original plan.  

3. The patient blew _____ when he found that the doctor had prescribed the wrong 

medicine.  

4. She often dwells _____ negative feelings and it may set _____ depression.  

5. Which disease was he diagnosed _____? 

6. The doctor recommended that I avoid caffeine and cut _____ _____ alcohol. 

7. The patient is supposed to stick _____ a strict a diet.  

8. Flu is a highly contagious viral disease passed _____ from person to person as a 

respiratory infection.  
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3. Correct a mistake in each sentence. 
 

1. I had my eyes done the other day, with exploratory surgery.  

2. How did the dentist perform the anaesthetic?  

3. After the operation he had to go back a few times for the recovery service.  

4. I felt an excruciating hurt in my lower back yesterday.  

5. The firefighter rescued the children but received second-degree injury himself. 

6. The wound will heal over soon and the doctor will remove the graft.  

7. She had to undergo extensive physiotherapy to rebuilt feeling in the hand.  

8. He got badly injured in the accident. He underwent a few operations and lost a 

lot of bleed.  

9. Nowadays they use special equipment that enables surgeons to make precise 

stitches.  
 

4. Fill in the blanks with appropriate words. In some sentences put the verbs 

in the appropriate form. 
 

1. He got impatient and _____ his fingers at a passing waiter.  

2. Doctors can’t set the right diagnosis and they just _____ their shoulders.  

3. These exercises are designed to _____ and tone your leg muscles.  

4. The boss didn’t listen to me, his mind was _____, he was staring blankly aside.  

5. He didn’t shout, he was just _____ at her silently.  

6. He _____ his pockets, checking for his keys.  

7. They were squabbling and he gave him a smart _____ on the cheek.  

8. She looked up with a slight _____ of disapproval on her face.  

9. It was a horrible car accident, but he escaped without a _____, he was born under 

a lucky star!  

10. If the door won’t open give it a _____.  
 

5. Match the words to get collocations, use them in the sentences of your 

own. 
 

1) skin a) supplement  

2) autoimmune b) consultant  

3) protein c) development 

4) all-round d) condition 
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5) nutritional  e) remedy 

6) herbal  f) disorder 

 

6. Translate from Russian into English. 
 

1. Он почувствовал легкое недомогание и всего за несколько дней слег с 

тяжелой болезнью.  

2. Ты что-нибудь слышал о побочных эффектах или осложнениях после 

такой операции? 

3. Доктор поставил мне укол, просверлил зуб и поставил временную пломбу.  

4. После того как ему поставили диагноз, ему пришлось пройти курс 

интенсивной физиотерапии, чтобы восстановить чувствительность кистей рук. 

5. Ты легко справляешься со стрессом? – Да, я всегда остаюсь 

уравновешенным в стрессовой ситуации.  

6. Она часто использует нетрадиционную медицину (например, лечит 

экзему растительными лекарственными средствами). 

7. Он страдает от хронической боли в пояснице, и сейчас его здоровье 

только ухудшилось. 

8. Докторам следовало тщательнее осмотреть пациента, чтобы поставить 

правильный диагноз. Но они не смогли найти правильное лечение. 

9. Это не наследственное заболевание. Говорят, что стресс мог 

спровоцировать эти мучительные головные боли.  

10. Пациенты должны придерживаться строгой диеты, в противном случае 

они будут страдать от вздутия живота и испытывать другие неприятные 

симптомы.  
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UNIT 10. HEALTH AND ILLNESS 

 

Variant B 

 

 

1. Guess the word by its definition.  
 

1. The branch of medicine concerned with treatment of injuries or disorders of the 

body by incision or manipulation, especially with instruments.  

2. A substance that induces insensitivity to pain.  

3. To produce a hole by cutting away part of a tooth before filling it.  

4. A secondary disease or condition aggravating an already existing one. 

5. A loop of thread used to join the edges of a wound or surgical incision.  

6. To be deprived from all or some kind of food, especially for medical reasons. 

7. The treatment of disease or injury by physical methods such as massage, heat 

treatment and exercise.  

8. A method of relaxation which involves focusing one’s mind for religious or 

spiritual purposes. 

9. To shut and open the eyes quickly.  

10. Extreme tiredness resulting from mental or physical exertion or illness.  
 

2. Insert the missing prepositions. 
 

1. He is still recovering _____ his operation.  

2. The girl’s operation has set her parents _____ more than $1000.  

3. He usually deals _____ stress quite well, he’s pretty cool _____ pressure.  

4. How can you shrug _____ a feeling of helplessness? 

5. She’s been put _____ a waiting list, now she hopes the surgeon will fit her _____ 

pretty soon.  

6. She suffers _____ long-term pain in her lower back.  

7. They say that many diseases may be set _____ _____ stress.  

8. You should cut _____ _____ cholesterol otherwise its high concentration in the 

blood may slowly block _____ major vessels.  
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3. Correct a mistake in each sentence. 
 

1) They freeze your eyes during the surgery.  

2) It didn’t last long. The operation was over in a period of minutes.  

3. I’m afraid of laser surgery, so I think I stick with contact glasses.  

4. The dentist drilled a hole in my tooth and put in a temporary canal.  

5. He’s been on a drill for several days receiving nutrients after the operation.  

6. He was mistakenly undergone with a serious disease. Now he’s going to sue the 

clinic.  

7. His cheek lumped so in the morning he rushed to hospital.  

8. Rehabilitation dentistry has become commonplace as more and more people 

think now of getting transplants.  

9. Some men can’t deal with well-being, they become grumpy and moan a lot.  

 

4. Fill in the blanks with appropriate words. In some sentences put the verbs 

in the appropriate form. 
 

1. After a few exercises he got out of breath and had to _____ his forehead with a 

tissue.  

2. He realized that he was losing control, so he _____ his fist and struck the table.  

3. She _____ her eyelashes flirting with him. 

4. The dog _____ at the stranger for a minute but didn’t recognize him.  

5. He was _____ from ear to ear when they were announcing the results of his 

survey. 

6. Though she was deeply moved she _____ away her tears to conceal this fit of 

weakness.  

7. He shot out his right hand and landed a _____ on the police officer’s nose. 

8. I was glad to meet him again, but he just gave me a quick _____ of greeting and 

vanished in the crowd.  

9. The child took a mouthful of food and then suddenly _____ it out feeling sick.  

10. He _____ down beside her to keep an eye contact with the child.  
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5. Match the words to get collocations, use them in the sentences of your 

own. 
 

1) downward a) research 

2) life  b) pain 

3) painstaking c) spiral 

4) alternative  d) complaint  

5) excruciating  e) expectancy  

6) low-level  f) therapy  

 

6. Translate from Russian into English. 
 

1. Ребенок скоро поправится от пневмонии, это вопрос нескольких дней.  

2. Ты знаешь, чем отличается восстановительная хирургия от пластической?  

3. Мне сделали лазерную операцию по восстановлению зрения, и 

контактные линзы мне больше не нужны.  

4. Мне удалили зуб мудрости и наложили несколько швов. Теперь десна 

опухла и болит.  

5. Насколько легко он переносит боль? – Он становится невыносимым, он 

страдает, стонет, и это часто провоцирует депрессию.  

6. Сторонники нетрадиционной медицины лечат боль в спине и мигрень 

иглоукалыванием и массажем.  

7. Он прошел курс химиотерапии, но вскоре симптомы вернулись и 

обострились.  

8. Она, должно быть, подхватила эту инфекцию в больнице, она вообще 

подвержена вирусным заболеваниям.  

9. Диетолог посоветовал сократить потребление кофеина и алкоголя и 

добавить в свой рацион протеиновые биологически активные добавки.  

10. Людям, страдающим серьезными хроническими заболеваниями, часто 

приходится наблюдаться у психотерапевта, который помогает им справиться с 

депрессией.  
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